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Summary

Bed-load transportation in channels with fixed and smooth invert

The subject of this paper arose from the development of a new

type of gauging station for rivers with heavy bed-load transporta¬

tion (fig. 1 an 2) with the aim to obtain a constant relation bet¬

ween water level and discharge.

The solution adopted for this type of gauging station consists

of an artificial channel with fixed invert and side-walls.

For the design it would have been very useful to have know¬

ledge of bed-load movement through these fixed channels. Although

the problem of bed-load transportation in moveable river beds has

been thoroughly investigated it appears that bed-load movement in

fixed stream beds has not been examined. Experience showed that it

is not allowed to apply the existing bed-load formulas for fixed

stream sections. For this reason it was decided to study this pro¬

blem.

All necessary tests on which the results of this paper are ba¬

sed have been carried out in the Laboratory for Hydraulic Research

and Soil Mechanics at the Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich.

Due to the complexity of the problem this study had to be limited

only to the investigation of some typical cases. Therefore the test

channels were built with smooth surfaces and the used bed-load ma¬

terial had approximately uniform grain size (fig.10 and ll).

1. Test installation. The main and basic tests were carried out in

a 44 m long concrete channel with rectangular cross section of

0.60 m width (appendix l). Later, other tests were carried out

in a 5,7 m long and 0,3 m wide rectangular control channel (fig.

37) to complete the basic measurements. The glass walls of this

control channel allowed the direct observation and filming of

the bed-load movement. During the experiments the slope of both

channels, the discharge as well as the size of the bed-load ma¬

terial was altered. A total of 204 tests have been carried out,

140 in the main and 64 in the control channel.
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For the main channel 4 different slopes were tested (1.04,

5.0, 7.5 and 10 %o), 6 grain sizes used (l.l, 2.6, 5.2,

8.5, 8.9 and 11.1 mm) and the discharge was varied from 10 to

285 1/s.

The slope of the control channel could be altered in a wi¬

der range (3.0, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 15.0 and 20 foo) .
For each slope

two grain sizes were tested (2.6 and 5.2 mm) with discharges

between 2 and 40 l/s.

The size of the bed-load material was determined by means

of a square meshed sieve. The mean specific weight of the mate-

rial was 2.71 t/m .
Each single grain was considered as an el¬

lipsoid. According to the relation between the length of the

three principle axes (table 2) the grain was classified into

4 different groups: Particularly flat, spherical, long, long

and flat. The mean diameter of the grain passing through the

sieve corresponds quite well to the mean of the two short axes

of the ellipsoid.

The main channel was equipped with a stilling basin at its

beginning. Another basin at its end collected the transported

material.

The water discharge was measured by means of a venturi me¬

ter and a diaphragm. Both could be controlled with Pitot tubes

and current meters.

Due to the considerable length of the main channel (44 m)

it was possible to obtain a uniform flow having a length of

about 20 m. The water level was measured with an electric hy¬

drometer (point gauge) allowing an accurate reading of l/l0mm.

The water temperature was also measured and varied between

17° C (summer) and 10° C (winter).

The optimum bed-load transport has been defined as the maxi¬

mum amount of material transported along the channel per unit

time.

The installation for adding the bed-load material into the

water is shown on appendix 1, fig. 12 and 13. The material was

given so long as to obtain a constant transport over the whole

length of the channel for several minutes. An electromagnetic

vibrator moved the material from a container into the water. In
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order to obtain a regular flow of the material, it was also ne¬

cessary to dry it before it was placed in the container. The

rate of discharge of the material (solid discharge) was deter¬

mined by weighing samples before and after each test.

Test results and their elaboration. Two different phases of bed-

load transportation could be observed when the relation between

liquid and solid discharge (fig.15 to 18) is comparedrThe first

phase (part of curve near the origin) corresponds to the commen¬

cement of bed-load movement. The second phase (rest of the cur¬

ve) caracterises the steady movement of the material and, of

course, has more practical interest than the first phase.

The results show that the solid discharge depends to a lar¬

ge extent on the tractive stress of the fluid on

2
the bed, being T = y . Rs . Je, in kg/m

where y is the specific gravity of the fluid (kg/m )

Je the slope of the energy line and

Rs the hydraulic radius (m) corresponding to the fluid

discharge Qs (m /s) acting on the stream bed.

Qs is a part of the total fluid discharge Q and is deter¬

mined by taking into consideration the different roughnesses of

invert and side walls of the channel and assuming that the mean

velocity of the fluid is the same over the whole wetted cross-

sectional area.

If we define for the bed-load movement in

a rectangular channel:

vpm = mean velocity of fluid
Gm B • hG

k(jm mean roughness coefficient for the wetted stream section

k(js mean roughness coefficient of invert

kw mean roughness coefficient of side walls (can be taken as

km in case of no bed-load transportation)

Fs wetted area and

Rs hydraulic radius for Qs
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we arrive at the following formula:

LGm

and

kGs

(B + 2 hG)

B
x

2hG
+

Vi
His ^w

%

kGm •w
B
y*

B • kw + 2 hG (kw - kGm )

Ve have on the other hand:

R
s

-

B vGm • B

After transformation we find

Qs = Q . B
kw

V2 Vi
B . kv + 2 hQ • kGs

hG

J /
in m /1

3. Solid discharge. The formula for the solid discharge

and smooth invert has been derived by applying the d

analysis based on the T theory. The solid discharge

function of:

= f (T , dm> 7s, v
, g )

the symbols are

d
m

V

solid discharge per unit width (kg/sm)

2
tractive stress per unit area (kg/m )

mean diameter of particle (m)

specific gravity of solids (kg/m )

2
kinematic viscosity (m /s)

g acceleration due to gravity (m/s )
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g, *y and v can be considered as independent parameters.

If we introduce the 3 foundamental units of mecanics (length L,

time T and mass M) we can write:

1 1

where

f CU 2, T 3

ITI - [(g)Xl • (7s)yi • (?)Zl] •

gs

TC 2 = [(g)X2 . (^s)y2 . (V)Z2] .
T

It 3 = [(g)X3 • (7s)y3 . (v)Z3] . dm

After the introduction of the dimensions and after the va¬

lues of the exponents x, y and z are calculated, the func¬

tion for the solid discharge will be

gs
&

= f

Vs V h VV3

V,
lm g

V

©

This function could be solved by using the results of the

tests. The graph on fig. 32, in which the left side of the func¬

tion is given on the x-axis and the first term of its right si¬

de on the y-axis shows that the plotted results for material

with equal grain size follow quite well an exponential curve.

The different curves depend on a parameter which is determined

by the second term of the right side of the mentioned function

(4lì .
After some transformations we arrive at the following

formula for the solid discharge:

©

This equation is traced on fig. 36 and is represented by a

straight line. The correlation coefficient r for the experi¬

mental results has then been calculated:

Z ax ay

\ Tax • Zay
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where

g

Ys
xm - A x x - xm

T fl/s

Ys

_g
.Vs

lm

.6/5
ym

I y

n
<^y = y - ym

r is calculated and found to be 0,998.

Formula (47) indicates that the kinematic viscosity V has

still an influence on the solid discharge, but for bed-load ma¬

terial of small grain size the introduction of V is necessary.

The test results show that the friction resistance can only be

neglected if the Reynolds number exceeds the value 600(Re*> 600).

Above this value the law of similarity of Proude can be applied.

In general the tests carried out in the control channel con¬

firmed the results obtained previously in the main channel.

Equation (47) can also be written in the following form:

,
in kg/sm

If we substitute for the kinematic viscosity (V) the acce¬

leration due to gravity (g) and the specific gravity of the ma¬

terial (u) the following known values

.-6 2
V = 1,2 • 10

g = 9,81 m/s'

m "/s (for a water temperature of 13° C)

2700 kg/m

the foregoing formula boils down to

,
in kg/sm

For a rough approximation or for a high solid discharge one

can even neglect the last term of formula (53).
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4. Critical tractive stress. The function of the critical drag can

be written in the following form:

to = f (dm, g> 7s» v )

where

T„ = y • Rs • Je = 7 • hGo ' J(

and

hQ0 being the water depth at the beginning moment of the move¬

ment
.

According to the IT theory we have

11 = f (12)

When dm, g and ys are considered as independent parame¬

ters of the terms TC we have

T0= 0,53
7s • v

9V«

«4 yt Vu

A '5 T /l*
am • J e ,in kg/:m

2 2
After introducing the known values for g (m/s ) and v (m /s),

then

T0= 1,44 10 3.
7s • dm5 • Je* ,in kg/m'

For ys = 2700 kg/m we have

(5)

t. = 3,9 . dm5 • Je/lf ,in kg/m

Por y = 1000 kg/m'

-3 d*
hGo = 3,9 • 10J. —V ,

in m

The test results are given on table 23.
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bedmovingmkg/:Lndm80=T0

for-the0=

todownboilsMeyer-Peterofmula

Formovement.bed-loadof

beginningtheatobservedbealsocouldDifferences)

.(68)formulaofsiderighttheoftermfirstthetoponds

corres¬formulathisthatinterestofisnljb.ltformula

followsbedfixedaontransportationbed-loadtheturbulence

strongforthatappearsitresultstestthetoAccording

.mulas

for¬twothesebetweendifferencetheshows24Table

©

bedfixedkg/smin
,

bedmovingkg/smin,

0,075-dj?XS/s•7,63=gs

fcehavwehandothertheOn

3>

\
dm80T-1,255=gs

of:formreducedtheinwrittenbecan

(68)formulakr,=kswherebedregularaassumingafterand

valuesnumericaltheirbysymbolsknownthereplacingAfter

I68'>ign/5m

form

followingtheinwrittenisMeyer-PeterofformulaThe

moving.ismaterialtheoncedmwithincreasescharge

dis¬solidthehowever,out,carriedteststheofrangethe

withinandbedsfixedofcasetheInmaterial.theofsize

increasingthewithdecreasesdischargesolid

thebedsmovingforMeyer-PeterofformulathetoAccording)

bedsmovingforMeyer-Peterofformulathevithomparison



For T ^
= 7 • hGo • J<

we have

hGo = 80 • IO'
Lm

, in m ©

For fixed beds we had found

L0 = 3,9 • dm . Je ,
in kg/m : fixed bed

putting Y - 1000 kg/m and

after transformation

hGo = 3,9i • 10
-3

» in m

* * * # -X- #
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